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ROUND 3 INTERVIEW  
November 5, 2022      
 
THOMAS DETRY  ( -13) 
 
 
Q.  Seven under for the day and turning in back-to-back bogey-free rounds, how are 
you feeling heading into the final round? 
 
THOMAS DETRY:  Really confident really. Like you just mentioned, bogey free, that's 
always a plus. I think the golf course is up for grabs today. I wouldn't be surprised to see a 
couple of 6, 7 unders today, but we'll see. I'm in a good position for tomorrow and hopefully I 
can get that first win. 
 
Q.  The number you're thinking of for tomorrow in mind? 
 
THOMAS DETRY:  It all depends on how Russell ends up today. He was leading by a 
couple of shots. We'll see. If he really ends up having a solid round today, it may be 20, 22 
under today. I haven't looked at the weather tomorrow. If it blows tomorrow, it could be a 
whole different day as well. I'm just going to take it by ear, play it by ear and see how things 
go. 
 
Q.  Coming off a runner-up from Bermuda, what momentum and confidence have you 
taken?  
 
THOMAS DETRY:  A lot really. Totally different position now. I know I've got my PGA TOUR 
card secured. I can kind of a little bit more pick and choose where I want to play. It definitely 
puts a lot less stress on my game now and on my schedule as well. Hopefully I can do one 
better this week and take the trophy home.  
 
Q.  With having a runner-up from last week, does it allow you maybe to play more 
aggressive? 
 
THOMAS DETRY:  Yeah, yeah, I wouldn't say more aggressive, but certainly more freely 
really. I felt no pressure at all today. I'm in contention and I was just cruising out there, I was 
putting well. I actually didn't hit the ball -- it wasn't really my best ball-striking day so I'm 
going to do a little bit of work on the range. But I putted really well. I managed to hole some 
good ones for par and made some good ones for birdie as well. 
 
Q.  And you mentioned earlier that having your family here this week and last week, 
how nice is it to have them on the road with you? 
 
THOMAS DETRY:  It's beautiful, especially in a place like here. Mayakoba, the resort is just 
fantastic. Being able to sit by the pool after a round and relax with my wife and daughter, 
can't beat that. That's definitely what we'll be doing this afternoon.  


